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SOME COMPOUNDS OF PLUTONIUM WITH METALLOID EIEMENTS

CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION

The Early History of Plutonium and Plutonium Chemistry
Element number 9^, plutonium, was the second synthetic element 

to be formed in the 60-inch Berkeley cyclotron of the University of 
California. The first such element, a product having a 2.3-day half 
life, had been obtained by the bombardment of uranium with neutrons,
and was recognized by McMillan and Abe Ison in May of 19^0 to be the

250isotope 93 • The formation of this isotope occurred in two steps:
first, capture of a neutron by uranium-238 formed uranium-239>
258 25092 (n,y)92 ; and second, emission of a beta particle from the

92^39 (23-minute half life) gave 932^- The new element number 93 was
named "neptunium" because it lay beyond uranium in the periodic table
in the same order that Neptune lies beyond Uranus in the solar system.

259The product that McMillan and Abelson recognized to be 93 had
2first been encountered by McMillan in February of 1939 in an 

investigation of the fission of uranium caused by neutron bombardment, 
and a question existed at that time whether it was a fission product 
(element of lower atomic number) or a transuranium element. In an 
attempt to answer this question Segre^ studied its chemical properties.

1. E. M. McMillan and P. H. Abelson, Physical Review, vol. 5 7 p 
pp 1185-1186 (1940).

2. E. M. McMillan, Physical Review, vol. 55 , P 510 (1939)•
3* E. Segre, Physical Review, vol. 55, P 1104 (1939)•





Because he found that it did not resemble rhenium (its supposed 
homolog if a transuranium element) but did resemble lanthanum in 
chemical behavior, he decided that it must be a radioactive isotope 
of a rare-earth element, and that therefore it was a fission product. 
McMillan and Abelson^ also studied the isotope's chemistry. They 
agreed that it was not a homolog of rhenium, and confirmed its some
what rare-earth-like behavior; but they concluded that it was not a 
rare earth of the 4f series because of its strong similarity to uranium. 
They stated, in fact, that "the apparent similarity to uranium suggests 
that there may be a second 'rare-earth' group of similar elements 
starting with uranium11. This was the first suggestion of a "rare- 
earth" series based on electrons occupying 5f energy states.

McMillan and Abelson1 realized that beta decay of the 2.3-day 
neptunium-239 should result in formation of an isotope (9^^) of & 
second new element having atomic number 9̂ « They conjectured that 
94^^ should emit alpha particles and sought to detect them. When 
they were unable to do so, they concluded that the half life of this 
isotope must be of the order of a million years (and hence the alpha- 
particle emission was too weak to be detected).

ij.In December of 1940, Seaborg, McMillan, Kennedy and Wahl
bombarded uranium with deuterons (instead of neutrons) and obtained,

230in addition to the 2.3-day 93 , a 2.0-day product also having atomic

4. G. T. Seaborg, E. M. McMillan, J. W. Kennedy, and A. C. Wahl, 
Papers Ida, 1.1b and 1.4 of "The Transuranium Elements", National 
Nuclear Energy Series, Division IV, Vol. l4B, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., New York, 1949; also Physical Review, vol. 69, pp 366-367 
(1946) (submi tted 1941)•





3
number 93 (neptunium) but an unknown mass number (2)5, 2)6 or 2)8).
They observed that the product of the beta decay of this Isotope was
a rather strongly alpha-emitting isotope of atomic number 9̂ , and hence
was an isotope of the second new element sought by McMillan and
Abelson, but was not Seaborg and Wahl"*, in March of 19^2,
suggested the name ’’plutonium" for element 9^, after Pluto, the second
planet beyond Uranus.

In July of 19^2, Kennedy, Perlman, Segre and Wahl0 showed that
both of the tvro new isotopes obtained by deutron bombardment of uranium

pxg pxghad the mass number 2)8 and were, therefore, 93 and 94 , the first
2)8/ v 2)8being most probably formed by the reaction, 92 (d,2n)93 , and the

2)8 /second most certainly resulting from beta decay of 93 (2.0-day half
2)8life) to give 94' • Thus it was shown that plutonium-2)8, having a

50-year half life, was the isotope which, through detection of its 
alpha-particle emission, had led to discovery of the element by Seaborg, 
et al\ in late 1940.

For the first year and a half following its discovery, plutonium- 
2)8 was used in investigations of the element1 a chemistry. The very 
small amounts produced in the cyclotron (much less than the quantities 
employed in later work on a "microgram scale" with plutonium-2)9) 
permitted only tracer techniques to be used. These radiochemical methods,

5. G. T. Seaborg and A. C. Wahl, Paper 1.6, ibid.; also J. Am.
Chem. Soc., vol. 70, pp 1128-11)4 (1948).

6. J. W. Kennedy, M0 L. Perlman, E. Segre and A. C. Wahl,
Paper 1.9, ibid.
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possible because of the strong alpha-particle emission from the 
50-year isotope, could not have been used as successfully, if at all, 
with the longer-lived plutonium-259• Seaborg and Wahl'*, through 
studies of oxidation, reduction and other reactions, proved that the 
chemical behaviors of neptunium and plutonium did not resemble those 
of rhenium and osmium, but were strikingly similar to the chemical 
properties o f actinium, thorium and uranium and also to the (4f) 
rare-earth elements. Thus they established a strong case in favor of 
regarding neptunium and plutonium as members lying beyond uranium in 
a new (5f) rare-earth series beginning with either actinium or thorium.

Following the establishment in late 1940 of the existence of
*7element 94, Kennedy, Seaborg, Segre and Wahl , in March of 1941, used 

better detection methods than those of McMillan and Abelson to search 
again for plutonium-239 as the beta-decay product of the 2.3-day 
neptunium-239* In this they were successful, and they also observed 
the fission of plutonium-239 caused by slow neutrons. Their original 
determination of the half life of plutonium-239 ( 30,000 years) has 
subsequently been more precisely established as about 24,300 years•

Plutonium-239 is unique among the artifice! transuranium 
isotopes in that it lias much greater technological importance than 
any of the others. Its commercial production in piles takes place by 
the same chain of reactions that are involved in its cyclotron 
production: neutron bombardment of uranium-238 produces uranium-239#

7. J, W. Kennedy, G, T. Seaborg, E, Segre and A, C. Wahl, 
Paper 1.2, ibid.; also Physical Review, vol. 70, pp 555-556 (1946) 
(submitted May, 1941).





which beta decays to neptunium-259» and that in turn to plutonium- 
259* Because of the presence of a very small number of spontaneous - 
fission neutrons in uranium minerals, it has seemed plausible to 
expect that this same reaction chain might have caused the formation 
of minute quantities of plutonium-259 in nature. Investigation has
revealed that the isotope occurs to the extent of about one part in
Ik 8 910 in pitchblende and caraotite .

Because plutonium-259 emits alpha particles, working with it 
Involves a health hazard. As with all alpha emitters, the danger 
lies in the possibility of the radioactive substance entering the 
human body. Small scale operations with alpha-active substances 
(such as those performed in the work of this thesis) are consequently 
carried out in glove boxes. These boxes are tightly sealed except 
for provision that a small flow of air, or inert gas, enter and be 
withdrawn through proper traps and exhaust ducts. Long rubber 
gloves sealed into armholes in the front of the boxes permit manual 
operations to be performed inside them without danger. A sloping 
glass front above the armholes provides full visibility.

Plutonium is unique among the chemical elements in that it 
possesses the largest number of crystal-structure modifications, 
six in all. Jette^ has reported a number of the properties that

8. G. T. Seaborg and M. L. Fearlman, Paper 1.5, ibid.
9. C. S. Gamer, N. A. Bonner and G. F. Seaborg, Paper 1.10,

ibid.
10. E. R. Jette, Jour, of Chem. Physics, vol. 25, pp 565-568 

(1955).





have been determined for each of the six different aliotropic forms, 
and Table 1 has been compiled from data given in his paper.

Table 1. Some Physical Properties of Plutonium Aliotropes

Allotrope
Stability 
Ran^e, °C

Density,
g/cm/

Crystal
Structure

Alpha Below 122 19.74 Unknown
Beta 122 to 206 17.65 Unknown
Gamma 206 to 319 17.19 Orthorhaabic
Delta 319 to 451 15,92 Face-centered cubic
Delta-prime 451 to 4?6 15.99 Tetragonal
Epsilon 476 to 640 16.48 Body-centered cubic
Liquid Above 640 16.50

A Statement of the Problem and an Explanation of Factors that Determined 
its Scope

The experimental Investigations reported in this thesis were 
performed by the writer at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
Los Alamos, New Mexico, As a member of the plutonium physical 
metallurgy group at that laboratory, the experimental facilities 
available to him included equipment regularly employed in determining 
phase-equilibrium relationships among the alloy systems of plutonium.
An important part of this alloy research program consists of the 
preparation and identification of compounds formed by plutonium with 
other metallic elements. Because the results of such work lie in the 
category of plutonium metallurgy, they may not at the present time be
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that are not stable at high temperatures• The scope of the investi
gation was limited, however, to those plutonium-metalloid compounds 
that could be prepared by alloying methods.

The metalloid elements considered for investigation were boron, 
silicon, phosphorus, arsenic, selenium and tellurium. Boron was 
eliminated because of the health hazard (in addition to that associated 
with plutonium alone) that would be created by neutron emission on 
bringing the alpha particles from plutonium into the close proximity 
of boron atoms. Enough was already known regarding the compounds of 
plutonium with silicon to indicate that new information relating to 
them could be obtained only with great difficulty. No investigations 
of the reactions of plutonium with phosphorus, arsenic, selenium or 
tellurium had ever been undertaken, however, and accordingly, it was 
decided to attempt the preparation of plutonium compounds of these 
four elements.

But the preparation of new compounds was only the first of two 
requirements of the problem. A second requirement, that each new 
compound be unambiguously identified by means of some property, 
would traditionally be satisfied through determination of its 
composition by chemical analysis. A determination of the crystal 
structure of a compound may be considered, however, to give more 
information regarding its character, and in most cases fixes 
composition with no less certainty than does chemical analysis. It 
seemed reasonable to expect that seme compounds of plutonium with 
metalloids would have crystal structures of types that are well known





and hence would be iranedlately recognizable from their X-ray 
diffraction patterns. It was hoped that the more complex structures 
among plutonium-raetalloid compounds might prove to be isostructural 
with metalloid compounds of either uranium or thorium, and would thus 
be amenable to determination by merely a comparison of X-ray patterns. 
The X-ray diffraction method, rather than chemical analysis, was 
therefore used as the experimental means of establishing compound 
identity. Even in those cases where its crystal structure is not 
determined, the X-ray diffraction pattern of a compound constitutes 
proof of its existence and may be used as a means of identifying it, 
although such identification must be regarded as considerably less 
satisfactory than exact knowledge of its composition.

The over-all problem, then, was to prepare binary compounds of 
plutonium with phosphorus, arsenic, selenium and tellurium by methods 
similar to those used in alloying operations, and subsequently to 
attempt determinations of the crystal structures and compositions of 
the compounds by means of X-ray diffraction. Because it was expected 
that examples of isostructuralism between plutonium-netalloid 
compounds and metalloid compounds of other transradium elements 
would be found to exist, the crystal chemistry of all known metalloid 
compounds of transradium elements was carefully reviewed. A summary 
of the results of this literature survey follows.
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A Summary of Crystal Structure Literature on Certain Binary Compounds 
of Transradium Elements

In addition to compiling information on the known crystal 
chemistry of the metalloid compounds of transradium elements, it 
seemed desirable to look at trends toward isostructuralism among 
compounds formed by transradium elements with some of the metals and 
nonmetals that are close neighbors of the metalloids in the periodic 
table. Hydrides and halides were not included, however, and only simple 
binary compounds were considered. In a later paragraph is summarized 
the general status at the present time of crystal structure research 
amoung those compounds that were believed to be of interest, and in 
further paragraphs (and in Table 2) details of their crystal structure 
data are reported. Also included in the discussion of the crystal 
chemistry of these compounds is information regarding their melting 
temperatures, their chemical stabilities in relation to temperature, 
and (to a limited extent) methods for their preparation. Information 
of this character was noted insofar as it was believed to give some 
indication of the degree of success to be expected in attempts to 
prepare plutonium-metalloid compounds by alloying methods.

In compiling the information presented below, over-all guidance 
was conveniently obtained through consulting several volumes of the 
National Nuclear Energy Series, chiefly Volume l^A of Section IV,
"The Actinide Elements", edited by Seaborg and Katz^*. In Chapter 18

11. G. T. Seaborg and J. J. Katz, "The Actinide Elements", 
National Nuclear Energy Series, Division IV, Volume IbA, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., New York, 195̂ •





11
XPof this volme Zaeharlasen presents a summary (no longer complete) 

of the erystol chemistry of the transradiuia elements, "The Chemistry 
of Wsalw" is discussed In greater detail "by Kats and RaMaowiteh*^ 
in Volume 5 of Section VIII„ Seueral of Zaehariasen9 original 
reports of structure determinations are reproduced in Volume Ite of 
Section IV, Table 2 has been compiled fmn crystal structure data 
contained la these volumeŝ  and in other literature as noted. In the 
table,

Among all the compounds of transradium elements,, by far the 
greatest amount of crystal structure research has been concerned with 
those of thorium and uranium# and in most eases it was necessarily 
among the compounds of these two elements that possibilities for 
isostructuralism were sought,' A limited amount of data ©f interest 
was found for compounds of neptuniw and plutonium. Primarily because 
of the strong radioactivity of its short-lived daughters # very little 
crystal. structure work has been done on compounds of actinium# and 
that chiefly on compounds with oxygen and the halogens. Only an oxide 
and a sulfide will be referred to in this survey. The compounds of

12, W, H, Zaehariasen# Chapter 18# ibid, - -
13® Jo J, Ki&tig and 2, Rabinowitch# "The Chemistry of Uranium”# 

National luelear Energy Series# Division VIII# Volume 5 # McGraw-Hill 
Book Company# Inc,# lew York# 1951®

1%, W, H, Saehariasen# Papers 20,1 through' 20,8 of "The 
Transuranium .llemiaafs" # Sational luelear Smrgy Series# Division IV# 
Volume liB# McGraw-Hill Book Company# lac,# lew York# 19̂ 9°



Table 2. Crystal Structure Data for Compounds of Transradium Elements
S.C. * Simple cubic.
B.C.C. * Body-centered cubic. 
F.C.C. ■ Face-centered cubic.
S.T. = Simple tetragonal.

B.C.T. * Body-centered tetragonal. 
Hex. = Hexagonal 
Orth. * Orthorhoobic.
Mono. = Monoclinic.

Formula
Compound References

Structure
Type

Crystal
Lattice

Unit-Cell Units in 
Dimensions, A Unit Cell

Space
Group

Melting
Temperature

TKBk 15,17 CeB^ S.T. a ■ 7-270 k  
c - 4.121

p4/mbm

16 CeEg S.C. a . 4.15 1 Pm5ni
l®2 17 A3Sp Hex. a . 5.156 1 

c - 5.988
C6/mam >2000

UBU 15,17 CeB4 S.T. a « 7.075 ' 4 
c = 5.979

p4/mbm 2500

^12 18 m i2 F.C.C. a - 7.475 4 Fm5m
uai5 52 AuCu^ S.C. a - 4.287 1 Pta5m 1550
IXky 51,52 AuCu^ S.C. a * 4.24 1 Pm5m 1500
Uln^ 51,52 AuCu^ S.C. a - 4.6015 1 Pta5m
un. 51 AuCiy S.C. a . 4.675 1 Pm5m
ThC 19,27 HaCl F.C.C. a « 5-54 4 Ftn5m 2624





Compound References
Structure
Type

Crystal
Lattice

Unit-Cell
Dimensions,

TbCp 19,28 ThC ̂ Mono. a * 6.53 
b - 4.24 
c * 6.56 
p « 104°

uc 20,21,22 MaCl F.C.C. a • 4.951

°2C3 22 V ) B.C#C• a * 8.088
uc2 20,22,28 ThCg Mono.
HpC 23,24 BaCl F.C.C. a ■ 5*005

Hp2C3 23 V 5 B.C.C. a - 8.1036
RpCg 23,24,28 ThC2 Mono.
PuC 14,25 BaCl F.C.C. a » 4.910

Pu2C3 26 V ) B.C.C. a - 8.11
ThSig 29 ThSig B.C.T. a * 4.154 

c » 14.374
UjSi 30,41 u3si B.C.T. a * 6.029 

c ■ 8.696

°3S12 30,41 u3s ig S.T. a « 7*3297 
c - 3*9005

*d = decomposes.

Formula
Units in Space Melting
Unit Cell Group Temperature,

4 C2/c 2655

4 Fmjfo. 2590
8 I%5d d* 1800
4 C2/c >2400
4 Fm3m
8 I%3d
4 C2/c
4 Fm5m
8 iTTjd
4 l4/amd

4 14/mcni d 950

2 P4/mbm 1665
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Compound References
Structure
Type

Crystal
Lattice

Unit-Cei:
Dimensions

USi 50 FeB Orth. a = 
b »
C 38

5.66
7.67
5-91

QOSig 50 ThSl2 B.C.T. a - 5.98
PUSig
USi3

50
11,31,52

aib2
AuCiy

Hex.
B.C.

a *
C *8 
a *

3.86
4.07
4.64

SfpSi2 24,30 ThSic B.C.T. a 88
C 8X 5.9615*67

PuSig 14,30 ThSig B.C.T. a *
c ■ 5.97

15.55
UGe^ 51,52 AuCty s .c . a - 4.2062

USn^ 52 AuCu^ s . c . a « 4.63

UFb^ 51,52 AuCu^ s . c . a « 4.7834

ThIJ 27 KaCl F.C.C. a » 5.20

*2*3 25 % Hex. a » 3.882
UB 20 BaCl F.C.C. a = 4.880

% 20 ^ 3 B.C»C* a « IO.678

Formula
Units in Space Melting o.

4 R>nm d 1575

4 l4/azad >1700
1 PG/mmm d 1610
1 Pm3m 1500
4 l4/azod

4 l4/ajad

1 Pm3m 1200
1 Pm 3m 1550
1 Ftn3m 1220
4 Fm3m 2630
1 C3m
4 Fm3m 2650
16 la?





Structure Crystal Unit-Cell
Compound References Type . Lattice Dimensions
dh2 20 CaF2 F.C.C. a ** 5*51
NpM 24,25 RaCl F.C.C. a xx 4.897
PuR 14,25 NaCl F.C.C. a = 4.895
ThP 16,54 KaCl F.C.C. a ■ 5.838

16,54 Th3P4 B.C.C. a = 8.617
UP 54,35 iJaCl F.C.C. a = 5.589

U3PU 54,55 Th5p4 B.C.C. a = 8.197
hp2 55 CUgSb S.T. a = 3.8OO 

c « 7.762
11,24 B.C.C. a a 8.20

UAs 55,58 HaCl F.C.C. a « 5.767

U3H 55 B.CeC• a » 8.507
UAs2 55 CUgSb S.T. a * 3.954 

c - 8.116
USb 58 HaCl F.C.C. a * 6.191
U ^ 58 Th3P4 -b.C .C . a ■ 9=095

Formula
Units in Space Melting
Unit Cell Group Temperature, °C

4 Fm3m
4 Fm3m
4 Fm3m
4 Fm3m
4 I%5d
4 Fm3m
4 I%3d
2 p4/nnm

4 iTSd
4 Fm3m
4 Ii5d
2 p4/nmm

Fmjfcn

ifjd





Compound References
Structure
Type

Crystal
Lattice

Unit-Cell
Dimensions,

USbg 38 CUgSb S.T. a « 4.272 
c * 8.741

UBi 37,38 NaCl F.C.C. a * 6.6)4

^ 4 37 ThjP^ B.C.C. a « 9.350
UBig 37 CUgSb S.T. a m 4.445 

c » 8.908
ACgO^ 25 Hex. a - 4.07 

c « 6.29
ThO 27 RaCl F.C.C. a » 5.24
TbOg 16 CaF2 F.C.C. a = 5.5859
PaO 26 HaCl F.C.C. a » 4.961
PaOg-Pag^ 39 CaFg F.C.C. a « 5.505 

to 5.416

Pa2°5 39 U2°5 Orth.
00 20,27 NaCl F.C.C. a = 4.92
002 16,20 CaF2 F.C.C. a * 5*468

V2°5 20 % Orth. a « 8.27 
b . 31.65 
c « 6.72

Formula
Units in Space Melting
Unit Cell Group Temperature,

2 P4/mnni

4 Fm3m
4 l¥3d
2 P4/nmm

1 P5nl

4 Fm^m
4 Fni5n
4 Fm̂ ni
4

16
4 Fmjm
4 Fm3m > 2600





Compound References
Structure
Type

Crystal
Lattice

Unit-Cell
Dimensions,

u3°8 40 ^ 8 Orth# a
b
c
- 6.721
- 3.988 
= 4.149

U03 41 uo3 Hex. a
c
« 3.971 
= 4.168

BpO 2? !?aCl F.C.C. a « 5.01

NpOg 24,25 CaFg F.C.C. a « 5.436

ap308 42 % Orth. a
b
c
* 6.54 
« 4.07
* 4.16

PuO 14,25 SaCl F.C.C. a - 4.958
OPUjOj 43 Hex. a

c
= 3*841 
= 5.958

PPU2°3 14 B.C.C. a * 11.01
Pu02 14,25 CaF2 F .0 *C . a = 5.386
AcO 25 BaCl F.C.C. a = 4.96

aAm203
PAn^O^

43
43

La2°3 Hex.
B.C.C.

a
c
a
« 3.817
= 5.971 
« 11.03

Formula
Units in Space Melting
Unit Cell Group Temperature, C

2/5 a 1450

1 c >  a 450

4 Ftn̂ m
4 FmjSni
2/3

4 Fm3ni
1 P5al

16 Ia3
4 Fa3m
4 Fm3m
1 P$al
16 la 5





Structure Crystal Unit-Cell
Compound References Type Lattice Dimenions, .

AoOg 25 CaFg F.C.C. a = 5.485

Cn2°3 44 B.CeC• a a 11.00

CaOs 44 CaF2 F.C.C. a « 5-572

Ac2S3 41 Ce2S3 B.CeC• a * 8.99

ThS 45 IJaCl F.C.C. a * 5.671

’V j 4) % Orth. a
b
c

« 10 .8)  
= 10.97 
« 5.95

’V i s 45 Th7£12 Hex. a
c

-  11.063
-  3.991

ThSg 45 FbClg Orth. a
b
c

« 4.267
-  7.263 
« 8.617

US 4? IJaCl F.C.C. a ■ 5.484

°2S3 45 sb2s 3 Orth. a
b
c

= IO.65 
* 10.41
» 5.89

OUSg 15 0OS? Tetr. a
c

-  10.25 
= 6.30

i

Formula
Units in Space Melting
Unit Cell Group Temperature.

4 Fn)m
16 la)
4 Fm5zn
5 1/3 if 3d
4 Fm3$n 2200
4 Pnam 1950

1 P63/m 1770

4 Pmnb 1905

4
4

Fmjm
Fbnm

>2000
18)0





Formula
Structure Crystal Unit-Cell Units in Space Melting

Compound References Type Lattice Dimensions, A Unit Cell Group Temperature, °C
PDS2 13 PbClg Orth. a = 4.22 

b = 7.08 
c « 8.45

4

Hp2S3 14,45 EbgSj Orth. a = 10.6 
• b = 10.5
c = 5.85

4

PuS 14,45 HaCl F.C.C. a - 5.525 4

Pu2S3 14,41 Ce2S3 B.C*C. a « 8.457 5 1/3
41,45 Ce2S3 B.C.0. a = 8.445 5 1/3

ThSe 46 MaCl F.C.C. a ■ 5.875 4

Th2Se3 46 % Orth. a = 11.54 
b « 11.57 
c - 4.27

4

TV ei2 46 Th7S12 Hex. a * H .569 
c = 4.23

1

ThSe2 46 PbClg Orth. a = 4.420 
b « 7.610 
c ■ 9.064

4

Pant

Pbnn

Fm3m 

I f  3d 

i f  3d

Pbnm

P6j/ia

Ranb





Compound References
Structure
Type

Crystal
Lattice

Unit-Cel
Dimensions

USe h i IfcCl F.C.C. a = 5*750
UTe h i EaCl F.C.C. a - 6.163

h i B.C.C, a « 9*596
UTe2 h i CUgSb S.T. a « 4.006 

c - 7*471

Formula
Units in Space Melting
Unit Cell Group Temperature,

4 Fm>n
4 Fm3m
4 iCjd
2 Vh/rmm





americium have received only slightly more attention than those of 
actinium; again, only oxides and a sulfide will be discussed. Crystal 
structures have been reported for two oxides of curium, but no 
accounts of structure determinations were found in the unclassified 
literature for compounds of either berkelium or californium. The 
strong radioactivity of these elements would seem to make structure 
analysis of their compounds by X-ray diffraction an exceedingly 
difficult tack, if not an impossible one.

Among the borides of transradium elements only those of thorium
and uranium have been studied. ThB^ and ThB^ have been prepared by
reaction of the elements at high temperature1**̂ ^ , and Brewer
et al*^ prepared UB^ and UB^ in a similar manner. Andrieux and Blumlv'
prepared UB^ and UB^0 by electrolysis at 1000°C of an oxide-salt melt, 

17but Brewer et al concluded that both ThBx and UB10 are unstable at

15. A. Zalkin and D. H. Templeton, Acta Cryst., vol. 6,
pp 269-272 (1955).

16. Strukturbericht, Volumes I-VII, Becker and Brier, Leipzig, 
19)1-1943.

17. Lo Brewer, D. L. Sawyer, D. H. Templeton and C. H. Dauben, 
J. Chem. Fhys., vol. 18, p 391 (1950); also U. S. ABC Report 
AECD-2823 (1950).

18. J. L. Andrieux and P. Blum, Compt. Rend., vol. 229, 
p 210 (1949).





high temperatures and cannot be used for refractories. They
estimated the melting temperatures of ThB^ and UB^ to be well above
2500°C, with UB0 having a somewhat lower melting point (2000 - 2500°C).
ThB^ and UB^ are isostructural, both having the CeB^ type of simple
tetragonal structure^. Crystal structure data for the other borides
of thorium and uranium are given in Table 2.

19Wilhelm and Chiotti prepared two carbides of thorium, ThC and 
ThCg, by reacting the elements at high temperature. They found the
melting points of both to be higher than 2600°C. Three carbides of

20 21 22uranium 9 9 have been identified, UC, and UC^, all of which
may be prepared by reaction of the elements at high temperature0 UC 
and UC^ have melting points above 2400°C, but decomposes at 
temperatures higher than about l800°Co Neptunium has been reported^’̂

19. H. A. Wilhelm and P. Chiotti, Trans. Am. Soc. Metals, 
vol. 42, pp 1295-1310 (1950).

20. R. E. Bundle, N. C. Baenziger, A. S. Wilson and R. A.
McDonald, J. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 70, pp 99-105 (19^3).

21. L. Litz, A. B. Garrett and F. C. Croxton, J. Am. Chem.
Soc., vol. 70, p 1718 (1948).

22. M. W. Mallett, A. F. Cards and H. R. Nelson, Jo Blectrochem. 
Soc., vol. 99, pp 197-204 (1952).

25. W. H. Zachariasen, U. S. ABC Report ANL-4798 (1952).
24. I. Sheft and S. Fried, J. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 75, pp 12)6-7

(1953).





to form the carbides NpC, Np^C^ and NpC2> and plutonium111,' ̂  > 26
20.23.2k.25.27forms PuC and Pu2Ĉ ,. ThC, UC and PuC are isos true tural  ̂ ' 9 ,

all having the NaCl (face-centered cubic) structure; U^Cy NpC^ and
Pu0C^ are isostruetural, body-centered cubic with eight formula units
in the unit cell. ThC^, UC^ and NpC^ appear to form an isostructural
series; they were formerly believed to have the same tetragonal CaCg 

20 22structure' 9 " as the rare-earth dicarbides, but are now known to
23 28represent a monoclinic distortion ' 9 of the tetragonal structure.

The disilicides in the series, ThSi^, USi^, NpSi^ and PuSig, are
Ik 2k 29 30isostructural with CeSi^, all being body-centered tetragonal 9 9 9

30USig has, however, a low-temperature modification that is hexagonal. 
Other oilicides of ui^ium11'15'50'*1'52 are U^Si, U^Sig, USi and USiy 
the crystal structures of which are shown in Table 2. U^Si, UGi, 
hexagonal Ufiî  and USi^ all decompose at temperatures below lb50°C,

25. W. H. Zachariasen, Acta Cryst,, vol. 2, pp 388-390 (19k9)•
26. V. H. Zachariasen, Acta Cryst., vol. 3, pp 17-21 (1952).
27. R. E. Bundle, Acta Cryst., vol. 1, pp I8O-I87 (19k8).
28. E. B. Hunt and R. E. Rundie, J. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 73# 

pp k777-k?8l (1951).
29. G. Brauer and A. Mitius, Z. anorg. allgem. Chem., vol. 2k9,

PP 325-329 (1945).
30. W. H. Zachariasen, Acta Cryst., vol. 2, pp 9k-99 (1949)•
31. A. landelli and R. Ferro, Ann. Chem. (Rome), vol. k2,

pp 598-606 (1952).
32. B. R. T. Frost and J. T. Maskrey, J. Inst. Metals, vol. 21,

pp 171-180 (1953).
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but U^Sig and tetragonal USig have melting points above that 
temperature. In view of the fact that uranium forms six different 
crystal structures with silicon, it seems probable that the other 
transradium elements form more compounds with silicon than just the 
disilicides. The existences of such other silicides have not been 
reported in the unclassified literature, however.

The existence of one compound of germanium with uranium, UGe^,
31 32has been reported by landelli and Ferro , and by Frost and Maekrey •

From the results of the two investigations it appears that UAl^,
UGay Ulny UTly USiy UGey USn^ and UFb^ all have the simple cubic
(ordered) type of AuCu^ structure, one that is more commonly found
among inte metallic compounds than among metal-metalloid compounds.
All of the compounds of this series were prepared by reaction of the
elements at high temperature, and where determined, the melting points
were found to lie between 1200 and 1500°C.

25 27 20Thorium forms the nitrides 9 ThU and Th^Ny Uranium forms
UK, UgK^ and UKg. Only the mononltrides^'^'^, NpN and PuN, Eire
known for neptunium and plutonium. The best method of preparation for

11 13all of these nitrides 9 appears to be the reaction of a hydride with 
ammonia at an appropriate (critical) elevated temperature, although in 
most cases nitrogen can be made to react directly with metal to produce 
a nitride product. In either type of reaction, higher nitrides (if 
they exist) will be formed at lower temperatures and higher gas 
pressures, and only lower nitrides will be stable at higher temperatures.





:  ̂ ■ 25-
fhl and UE have melting tempsratwe@^^s> above 2600°C^ M t

Th^H y UgHj and OKg deempos© with the development of appreciable.
• * onitrogen pressures at temperatures wll W l w  1500 G, fhls IpH

and M J  are iaoetraetural with l®01e fhgl^ and Ugl^ ar® is©=- <-
straeturals resp®etivelys with the hexagonal and cubic ferns of the
rare-earth sesquioxides- (hexagonal tegO^ and cubic types)e
; Thorium forme the p h e s p h i d ® ^  ThP and uranium
feras13*5̂ 35 UP, and UPg, but only H p ^  is lm a m P '!>2h for
neptuniumo Ip^P^ was prepared by heating neptunium • m®tel with aa
excess of red phosphorus at 750°0g a urenlum-phosphide product3^
has been obtained by heating a mixture of powdered metal and
phosphorus at 600 to 1006°C 8 and Th^P^ has been by direct
eomMmtion of .the eleaentso ThP and UP are ieostruetural with laGlo
Th^P^g a M  IpjP^ form an isos true tural. series | they are body-'
centered cubic with four formula, units in the unit cello

. With arsenic ? antimony and bismuth^ uranium foms. edapouad®
that are isostraetural with the uranium phosphides of corresponding

33° P° CMottig Jo M o  S©ram0 Socog vol0 35# pp 129=130 (1952)°
3^o Mo Zumbuschg Zo enorgo allgemo Chem*/ vol« 2^5> W  ^02= ' -W8 (19M)o
55° Ae land® 111 * Atti aeeado aaaxlo Mneei Rend® ? Class© seio fise 

mate © natog 15# "Bp 138=151. (1952)° -
560 Wo Co Mllieadehl end P e Ho Briggs5 Ue S« Patent loo 1#893#^6«
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composition, landelli^'^ and Ferro^ have founds (l) that UP,
UAs, USb and UBi have the NaCl structure; (2) that U^P^, U^Ab^,
U^3b^ and U^Bi^ are Isostructural with Th^P^; and (3) that UP̂ ,
UAg0, USb^ and UBip have the CUgSb structure, simple tetragonal with 
two formula unite in the unit cell.

The complete literature on the oxides of transradium elements is 
extensive and somewhat controversial, especially that part which is 
concerned with the higher oxides of uranium. Complex situations also 
exist among higher oxides of the other elements, and a review of these 
problems will not be presented here. But because of its pertinence 
in later discussion, mention will be made of a characteristic of the 
transradium elements as a group that is well exemplified by their 
oxides.

It is commonly known that the transition elements of the 4f 
(rare earth) series form a group of trivalent elements of rather 
uniform behavior, and that they show only minor deviations from a 
predominantly tripositive trend. The elements beyond radium are not, 
however, nearly so consistent in their valence characteristics; and 
the predominantly tetraposltive nature of some of them, in contrast 
to a tripositive character of others, has led to a divergence of 
interpretation regarding the point at which a 5f transition series 
begins. Seaborg11 considers that filling of the 5f subshell starts

37. A. landelli, Atti accad. nazl. Lineel Rend., Classe sol. fis.
mat. e nat., vol. 13, pp 401-1*05 (1952); also vol. 14, pp 89-94 (1955).

38. Ro Ferro, Atti accad. nazl. Lincel Rend., Classe sci. fis.
mat. e nat., vol. 13, pp 53-61 and 151-157 (1952).





with a first electron going into the sub she 11 at element 90 (thorium)
thus making thorium and the elements that follow it an "actinide"
series, having properties that resemble actinium because 89 of their
electrons possess the same configuration as the 89 electrons In the
actinium atom, with those in excess of 89 being buried in the 5f sub-

12shell. On the other hand, Zachariasen (in conformity with an 
earlier suggestion by Goldschmidt) interprets the predominant tetra- 
valence of thorium and protoactinium to mean that filling of the $f 
subshell begins with element 91# protoactinium; so that a "thoride" 
series results because, in elements of atomic number 90 or higher,
90 electrons having the thorium configuration, with the electrons in 
excess of 90 being buried in the subshe11.

There exists abundant Justification for considering actinium 
to be an isolated, tripositive "earth" element, resembling scandium 
and yttrium, and not belonging to the continuously varying series 
that starts with thorium. But at least a part of the continuous 
variation in the "thoride" series is toward an actinium-like property 
namely, trivalence, which begins to appear in uranium and neptunium 
but is more strongly manifested by plutonium and americium, and 
presumably by the elements beyond these. Thus, with regard to iso- 
structural behavior, a "thoride subgroup”, thorium, protoactinium, 
uranium and neptunium, show isostructuralisms among their compounds 
that may be manifestations of their predominantly tetrapositive 
character; but the compounds of an "actinide subgroup”, actinium, 
plutonium, americium and curium, may form i000truetural series among
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themselves that are not isoetructural with compounds of the "thoride 
subgroup” but are Isostruetural with compounds of the predominantly 
tripooltlve rare-earth elements. Examples of "actinide subgroup" and 
"thoride subgroup" Isostructural!sms occur among the sesquioxides and 
sesqulsulfides of the transradium elements, and may reasonably be 
expected to exist also among their sesqulselenldes and sesqultellurides. 

Several of the oxides of transradium elements that have been
suggested are not well established. A listing of the more certain

25 16 27oxides includes: one of actinium , Aco0̂ j two of thorium ' , ThO
and Th0o; three of protoac tlnium^'̂ , PaO, a cubic solid solution
having a composition range from PaO? to Pa^O^, and an orthorhombic
form of PagO^; at least five of u r a n i u m " ^ ' U O ,  UOg,
UgOg., U^Oq, and apparently more than one form of UO^j three of

25 U2 lU 25.neptunium ' ' , NpO, NpO^ eind Np^Ogj four of plutonium * 9 ,
PuO, two forms of PiigOy and PuO^; four of americium^ AmO,

59- R. Elson, S. Pried, P. Sellers and W. H. Zacharlasen,
J. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 72, p 5791 (1950); also vol. 76, PP 5935-
5938 (1954).

40. P. Gronvold and H. Haroldson, Nature, vol. 162, pp 69-70 
(1948).

41. W. H. Zacharlasen. Acta Cryst., vol. 1, pp 265-268 (1948); 
also vol. 2, pp 265-268 (1948); also vol. 2, pp 57-60 (1949).

42. R. C. L. Mooney, U. S» AEG Report ANL-4082, p 12 (1947).
45. D. H. Templeton and C. H. Dauben, J. Am. Chem. Soc.,

vol. 75, PP 4560-4562 (1953); also U. S. ABC Report UCRL-1S86 (1952).
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44two forme of Am^O^, and AmOnj and two of curium , Cm^O^ and CmO^.

ThO, PaO, UO, PuO, NpO and AmO have the NaCl structure. AcO and 
CmO have not been shown to exist. Several of the monoxides (such as 
IX)) are difficult to produce in pure, massive form, and appear to have 
low stability. A c^ O y Pu^Oy Azn̂ Ô  and Cm^O^ represent the "actinide 
subgroup” by constituting a series that are isostruetural with rare- 
earth oxides. ACgOy one form of PUgOy and one form of Am^O^ have 
the hexagonal La^O^ structure. The second form of Pu^O^, the second 
form of AmgOy and Cuî Ô  have the structure that characterizes
the cubic rare-earth sesquioxides. Thorium, protoactinium, uranium 
and neptunium represent the "thoride subgroup" by not forming 
seequioxidee and by being the only transradium elements to form 
higher oxides than dioxides. ThO^, RtOy UO^, NpO,̂ , PuO^, AmO^ and 
CmOn have the CaF0 structure (face-centered cubic). Orthorhomb1c

is isostruetural with Uo0̂  and U^Og and Np^Og are isostinetural.
The sulfides of the transradium elements have been widely studied.

4l 45Actinium is represented by ACgS^; thorium by ThS, Th^B^, Th^S^g
15 U5 14 45and ThS0j uranium ’ by US, UgG^ and two forms of US^j neptunium '

by BpgS^; p l u t o n i u m ^ b y  PuE emd Pu^S^; and americium^'^ by
AnigŜ . In general, these sulfides were prepared by reactions in which
hydrogen sulfide served as the sulfur-contributing agent, but higher
sulfides of both thorium and uranium have been produced by direct

44. L. B. Asprey, F. H. EUinger, S. Fried, W. H» Zachariasen, 
J. Am. Chem. Soc., in press (1955)«

45. W. H. Zachariasen, Acta Cryst., vol. 2, pp 57-60 and
pp 288-296 (1949).





reaction of the metal with sulfur. On heating to sufficiently high 
temperatures, the higher sulfides decompose to form lower sulfides, 
only ThS, Th^S^ and US being stable at the highest temperatures. The 
melting points of ThS and US are reported to be considerably above 
2200°C and 2000°C, respectively. Th^S^ and ThS^ have melting 
temperatures above 1900°C, and Th^S^ melts at 1770°C. Both 
and USg melt in the vicinity of 1850°C.

The monosulfides, ThS, US and PuS are isos true tural with NaCl.
They appear to be very stable compounds, but AcS, PaS, NpS and AmS 
are not known to exist. Among the secquisulfides, the "actinide 
subgroup" is represented by ACgSy Pu^S^ and Am^S^, which have the 
CegS^ structure, body-centered cubic with five and one-third formula

12units in the unit cell. From atomic-radius considerations Zacharlasen
has concluded that the bonding in these compounds is predominantly
ionic, in keeping with the tripositive character of the metal atoms.
The "thoride subgroup" is represented by Th^S^, U^S^ and Np?Ŝ , which
have the structure of Sb^S^, simple orthorhombic with four formula
units in the unit cell. Again Judging from atomic-radius values,

12Zacharlasen considers the bonding in these sesquisulfides to be 
chiefly metallic. ThS^ and the low-temperature form of U£v are reported 
to have the PbClg structure, also simple orthorhombic with four formula 
units in the unit cell. The high-temperature form of US^ is tetragonal 
with ten formula units in the unit cell. The unique ThyS^2 structure 
is hexagonal with one formula unit in the unit cell.





D ’Bye, Seliman and Murray have reported five compounds of
thorium with selenium, ThSe, Th^Sey Th^Se^, ThSe^ and Th^Se^. The
first four of these have formulas that correspond to the four sulfides
of thorium, and each selenide is iso structural with the corresponding
sulfide. The crystal structure of Th^Se^ has not been determined, 

k?Ferro has prepared USe and found that it has the NaCl structure. 
Other known selenides of uranium^ are UgSe^ and USe^. Their crystal 
structures have not been investigated. In general, the selenides of 
thorium and uranium have been prepared by reaction of either selenium
vapor or hydrogen selenide with other compounds of thorium and

46uranium, but D'Eye et al prepared their thorium selenides by 
reaction of the elements in sealed silica capsules at temperatures 
not exceeding 700°C. USe0 may be converted^ to U^Se^ by heating to 
1000°C.

Only Th^Te has been reported^1 as a telluride of thorium, and
47its crystal structure has not been determined. But Ferro has 

studied the tellurides of uranium. He found UTe, U^Te^ and UTe^ 
to be isostructural, respectively, with UP, and UP^. It seems
surprising that (except for the NaCl structure) the uranium tellurides 
are not isostructural with the uranium sulfides and the sulfides and 
selenides of thorium, but are isostructural with compounds that

46. R. W. M. D’Eye, P. G. Se liman and J. R. Murray, J. Chem. 
Soc. (London), part III, pp 2555-2562 (1952); also part II, pp 1670- 
1672 (1955).

47. R. Ferro, Z. anorg. allgem. Chem., vol. 275, pp 520-526 
(1954).
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uranium forms with group ¥<=B elements 0 $his situation is not greatly 
different5 how@,wrj, from the i s@btrueturaliem of the eompomde^ 5 ̂  

where S is any group 111=3 or group Ef=B element esmept boron or 
carbono Ferro formed his US©5 end the telluriSes of uraniym5 in a 
manner similar to that used by D8Bye and associates to obtain the 
eelenides of thorium. The ml%ed.elements (powders) were sealed off 
in evacuated silica capsules# which wer© then heated slowly until 
reaction took place. In some eases heat evolution me very greet, 
and ah explosion occurred. '
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CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

Equipment
All preparations of compounds were carried out in an induction- 

type electric furnace, a diagram of which is shown in Figure 1. The 
induction coil, or primary winding, consists of a coil of copper 
tubing cooled by water flowing through it. The ’’current concentrator" 
is a copper sleeve with a water-cooled copper ring fitted into it.
A radial cut through sleeve and ring prevents the establishment of 
a secondary current within them during use. A patent on the current 
concentrator has been applied for by the United States Atomic Energy 
Commission in the name of its inventor, D. E. Hull, a staff member at 
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. In this application, the device 
serves to correct for a lack of close coupling that would otherwise 
prevail in attempting to melt a small amount of metallic charge 
(plutonium) in a small crucible within a primary coil of appreciably 
larger diameter. Use of different concentrators for different sizes 
of charge and crucible permits the diameter of the primary coil, and 
of the Pyrex tube, to remain fixed.

Power was supplied to the furnace primary from a 20-kilowatt, 
450-kilocycle Tbermonic converter. The atmosphere of the furnace 
consisted of either vacuum at about 0.03 micron or helium at slightly 
less than one atmosphere of pressure. Because of the "grease-Joint"
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design of the furnace, pressures greater than one atmosphere could 
not be employed. Some melts were made under higher pressures of 
metalloid vapor, however, by enclosing the crucible in either a 
tantalum bomb or a silica capsule. Temperatures higher than 2000°C 
could be obtained in the furnace, and a "Pyro" optical pyrometer was 
used to read temperatures up to 2000°C. The furnace assembly was, 
of course, enclosed in a glove box (see Chapter I).

Except for having to perform all operations within glove boxes, 
conventional equipment and methods of physical metallurgy research 
were used in the polishing of specimens (compound preparations) for 
examination under the metallurgical microscope and for photomicrography. 
Specimens could be removed from glove boxes for the final taking of 
photomicrographs, and both American Optical and Zeiss metallographic 
units were available for this operation. Hardness testing of the 
microconstituents in a specimen was done with a Kentron microhardness 
tester.

Conventional equipment was also employed in the X-ray diffraction 
investigations. Use was made both of equipment designed to supply a 
photographic record and of equipment that draws a trace on a paper 
strip-chart. The powder, or Debye, method was employed in obtaining 
diffraction patterns on photographic film, and standard Debye cameras 
were mounted on the North American Phillips diffraction unit (power 
supply and X-ray tube) illustrated in the foreground of the upper 
photograph of Figure 2. Shown mounted on this diffraction unit is the 
Geiger-counter sensing element of a North American Phillips X-ray
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spectrometer (diffractometer), with the electronic counting circuits 
and strip-chart recorder contained in a separate cabinet. Also used 
for obtaining strip-chart traces of powder patterns was the General 
Electric diffractometer shown in the lower photograph of Figure 2.
(The Nomenclature Committee of the American Crystallographic 
Association has recommended that the term "X-ray diffractometer”, 
rather than "X-ray spectrometer", be applied to this type of X-ray 
di ffracti on equipment.)

Several of the compound preparations were studied with a 
petrographic microscope# The health hazard involved in the exami
nation of plutonium compounds with this instrument requires the use 
of special glove-box arrangements and. manipulation techniques that were 
not available in the plutonium physical metallurgy group. For this 
reason, these examinations were very kindly made by Dr. Eugene 
Staritzky of the analytical chemistry group.

Raw Materials
The materials used in preparing the specimens of compounds were 

the purest obtainable. Analysis of the metal melting stock showed it 
to be 99=91 weight percent plutonium. Analyses of the arsenic, 
selenium and tellurium are given in Table 5. No analysis of the 
phosphorus was available, but it was designated as "chemically pure".
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Table ). Chemical Analyses of Metalloid Elements
(weight percent)

Arsenic Selenium Tellurium
As 99.92
Se 99.997
Te 99.92
Na <0.001 <0.001
Mg <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Si <0.001
Ca <0.001
Fe 0.001 - 0.010
Cu <0.001 <0.001 0.001 - 0.010
Ag <0.001
Sb 0.01 - 0.10
Fb 0.001 - 0.010 0.001 - 0.010
Bi 0.01 . 0.10

Experimental Procedures
Calculated amounts of the constituents of compounds were weighed 

out and placed in small crucibles. The weights of plutonium used varied 
from 3 to 7 grams. The total weights of charge, plutonium plus 
metalloid element, ranged from 5 to 10 grams. Magnesia, silica and 
tantalum were tried as crucible materials. After each loaded crucible 
was placed in the induction furnace, the furnace was evacuated before 
the power was turned on for melting. The time required for sufficient
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ewsnaibien was usually ia ê eeas of two hours» If an inert atm©s= 
■phere ms desired̂  the furroee ms filled with helium, and ememted 
twie© more before the melt ms made* Th@ heating M b® did not ©seeed
5 minutes.

After ©aeh melt had eo©l©ds the r@asti©n product ms mao?®d 
from #m crucible and cleaaedo Any coating on the product that might 
have formed by reaction of the charge with the erueibl% e$r with the 
furnace atmosphere^ was thus removed. If the product m s  a sounds 
dense mass that resembled an alloy ingot# and not a porous or powdery 
materials its density was measured by displacement in bramibensene 0 
teehBnleally sound specimens were cut into two pieces# one to b© 
examined by MtallograpMe methods# and the other to be studied by 
Z=my diffraction o Only X~imy methods were used to investigate 
product materials that were highly friable«,

. MataHographie preparation began with mounting the specimen in 
a plastic cylinder an inch in diameter and about half e® Inch high® 
Thus mounted# the specimen was- mechanically polished# first on 
abrasive papers# and then with diamond dust on elsth=eover®d 
polishing wheels® Following this initial polishing# the specimen 
was ©leetrolytieally etched in an aqueous solution of and
ethoxyethanol to remove a layer of material at the surface that bad 
been fractured and distorted by the mechanical polishing® A final# 
light polishing treatment was. then applied# using 0.25-micron diamond 
dust®

Bach polished specimen was studied under the microscope to 
determine Its phase constitution {compounds# solid solutions# and/or
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elements)photomicrographs were taken̂  and insofar as possible? the 
hardnesses of phases were measured with the mieroharchaess tester» The 
final step with each metallogr&phie specimen'ms to obtain an X-ray 
diffraction trace by using it as the specimen in an X-ray diffractometers

The portion.of each product that was employed- for X-ray study alone 
was first filed, or crashed, to produce a fin© powder= The powder was 
used to fill silica capillary tubes having an inside diameter of 250 to 
350 microns and a wall thickness of 20 to 35 microns« After filling, the 
capillaries were evacuated and sealed off to a length of about one-half 
ineho These capillaries then served as specimens in an X-ray powder 
camera, and on exposure the X-ray beam produced Debye (powder) patterns 
on photographic film. Copper K=a radiation was used in all of the 
X-ray diffraction work, and a nickel filter was used in obtaining Debye 
patterns.

The traces obtained with the X-ray diffractometer served to 
identify the phases present in a specimen, but only the Debye patterns 
on film were used in attempts to determine crystal structures«,
Employing conventional equipment, the positions of the diffraction • 
lines were measured, and interplanar spaeings were calculated according 
to Bragg’s law. The relative Intensities of lines were estimated 
visually. Crystal structure identification was attempted only by 
means of searching for 1sostrueturallam; the calculated spaeings and 
observed intensities for the experimental Debye lines were compared 
with similar data for th© Debye patterns of compounds believed to offer 
a reasonable possibility of isostructural behavior.



In the few cases for which structure determinations were made in 
this way, the correctness of the solution was checked by calculating 
relative line intensities and comparing the calculated values with the 
experimentally observed intensities. In performing the intensity 
calculations, only the factors represented in the expression

were taken into account, the structure amplitude F being understood 
to include the atomic scattering factor but not the Debye temperature 
factor. In accordance with widely prevailing practice, it was hoped 
that the oppositely trending temperature and absorption factors would 
roughly cancel each other, and neither was included in the calcu
lations. The geometrical factors, and the multiplicity factor p,

48have their usual meanings .
The unit-cell dimensions were obtained by careful measurement of 

sharp and clearly resolved K-a doublets obtained at high values of 
the Bragg angle. More precise methods (graphical extrapolation and 
back-reflection techniques) were not employed in view of the fact 
that exact compositions of the phases were not known. It was not 
established whether compositions of the compounds corresponded 
precisely to stoichiometric ratios, or whether the preparations 
existed as single phases throughout ranges of composition.

48. See, for example, C. S. Barrett, Appendix I (p 621) of 
“The Structure of Metals", Second Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., New York, 1952.
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Frep@,rations of Plutoalw as.d Areenie
The objeet of this series of experimeate m s  to deteraim if 

ptotoaiw and arsenic form inter®®tallic eo^oyadSj, aad if mmh 
eompomds do foraip to inwstigat® certain conditions necessary for 
their fdrmtime ,

farlpias proportions of pluteniym and arsenic w r ©  charged into 
craelhles ■ and heated either in m e w m  or in a helim atmosphere 
mtil a chemical reaction took place® In the earlier experiments 
the ptotoaiw and arsenic were charged in the fora of. Impei in 
later esgerlmemts the elements were charged s@ mixed powders® The 
reactions proceeded at such a high rate that it m s  possible only 
to estimate, the tempera,tmres attained® The resnlts of these experi
ments are shown in Table 4® .

3 Table 4. . Fre$aratl@ns of Plntoniw and Arsenic , . .

Reparation. • Arsenic Craeihl© Taetiw or ' Product O m pomd 
^mber ■ (atomic 'Used. Atmosphere Density Ported

1 ' 1 0 , • m 0*1 micron ■ 1?*11
8. 50 . : % 6 0*4 micron; 14®©5. BaAs '

3 ' 13 0*5 micron ' 9 0 87 . R&As
k 50 Si©g e&pml© . Be capsule exploded



Preparation Ars@nie Graeibl® Vacmp w  Preduet Qm^mmA
(atcmie j>) Used

5 50 %D He l@o?9 FUAs
6 . 75 Si©2 ■ fie 11®2% Puds
7 75 8i0g H© 9°83 BaAs
8 . 75' SiOg H© 9®89 Bate
9 75 ■ T&\ H® =«= unidentified

•y Wmn tte plutoniw and. arsenic reacted* a large ^wntlty of beat
ms ewlwdy and the reaction proceeded a© rapidly that the fiml

■ otemperatur© could only be; estimated at about 1200 C in all esses*,
©a® reaction apparently started at some. temperature betroen 650®C and 
800°Go Because' arsenic is to© poor @ conductor to b® heated in». 
duetively* all of the establishment of a second heating current took ' 
place in the plutonium® The experiments indicated that after the 
reaction had occurred some heating by induction w® still possible* 
but the maxima temperature obtained at full frame® pmmr ms only 
85O00* which was not sufficient to mlt the e«rp©und' formed®.

Discussion of Zadifidual fremrations
essosss iwaâ a&̂ -iwttLiswt.̂ aaMj' ■'»

Preparation 1® Tte 3C=rey pattern of this preparation indicated 
that only plutonium and scro of its oxides were present® The - 
violence with which tte .reaction took place* together with the 
obs@nre.tion that a large amount of vapor phase was formed in tte 
furnace* suggested that all of tte arsenic had been vaporised out of 
the crucible® ' -



' Preparation 20 ■ fhia preparation acted very m&ch like • 
Preparation M t  the density of the product proved to be aach 
l©mr0 The X«=>ray pattern indicated that- a compound having a face- 
centered cubic straetm*© tod been produced0 Because of high weight 
loss resulting from the volatilisation of arsenic ̂ the ovw<=&11 '
'composition of the product ras uncertain& ^

Preparation 3®' Even though a • larger proportion ©f arsenic w e  .. 
added to this preparationj, the results wre .much the same as those 
obtained in Preparation 20 The sems ,cubic. ©OEpound ws fomed®
The low density obtained was believed to be . a consequence of the 
fact that the ingot was very porous®

 ̂Preparation %® It was decided that̂  if the charge were sealed 
into a container under inert atmospherê  it might be possible to 
avoid loss of arsenic by volatilisation® The constituents were 
therefore sealed within a ".silica- tube containing helium® To aid the 
heating of this preparation̂  a tantalum sleeve was placed around the 
tub® in. such a way that the tub® was heated, by the secondary current 
set up in the tantalum® This produced a uniform heating of the 
tube as' a wholeg rather than the localised heating that resulted 
when secondary current was established only in the charged, plutonium® 
Mhen the reaction occurred.*, the tub© was shattered with explosive 
force® This experiment was tried several timesbut,always with the 
same explosive result® Wfasn the tantalum sleeve was omitted̂  the 
arsenic vaporised from toe. localised hot sane and condensed inside 
‘the tube in cooler regions® ; \ ■ .



■ ■ . ' ,  ' . ■ %

Psreparation 9= A new teehnitue ms .tried, in. this escperiaanto
$h@ constituents wr® crushed to d partiele @:lg© of about to=4a©@h '
and mixed before meltings A smaller particle sis© ws not used
because the finer the particle sis® the m©r@ difficult, it is to beat
by inductiono But it, was thought that a more intimate association
of the constituents might result in a greater amount of reaction
occurring before the arsenic began to vaporize appreciably 0 There
proved to be just ©nougli heating capacity available to start the ■
reactionp which in turn, produced enough heat to coâ let® itselfo
The product obtained in this way ms essentially a single,phasê
and it also gave an X=ray pattern of the same face-centered cubic
e«̂ euxtda The cm#.oumd was identified as PuAŝ  isostruetursl. with -
HA'Sj, IhGl type0 Its mierohardness ms found to be DM* 145 (l@=g
load), photomicrographs of the specimen are shown in Figure 5° •
ft© mtrographie examination of this material in powdered fem showed
substantially all of it to be completely opaque0 Effort® to melt
the compound were not.successful® zA beginning of decomposition
(evolution of vapor) m ®  a^arent at 2OQ0°Qp and presumably the
compound decomposes without melting at a somewhat higher, temperature®

ft© X-ray data for FuAs ar© listed in Table 3$ and its '
diffraction pattern is shown in Figure 6® Thm Big® of the face-
c@nt©r©d=eubic unit cell was calculated to be a, ^ 5=895 > 0®004 %go <=» ■



Tab!© 5# and followis® tables ©f X-=raj datas tteat the 'temperature : 
m d  ahsorptlea factors which ware emitted froa tte intsnslt̂ r oaloa® 
latlons do m t  exactly eaaeel» If It had Tb@e@ possible t© iaelude' 
both @f thems the larger 'Influence ©f the absorption factor wuld 
have increased the nwmvic&X values ©f the calculated, intensities
■ for higher M13Jer iadieeŝ  emd, wuld thus ham given ,a tmm eon®ietent 
relationship "betĉeen. tibserved and calculated intensities for' r 
diffraction lines that are widely separatedo

Preparations 6# 7 and S® These mgeriments wre conducted in 
an effort t© determine if higher arsenides of plutonium eould b© ; 
produeedo P©fwd®r®d raw materials s and a higher proportion of areeale p 
mr® msede In all eases# however# only 'the compound Bails was again 
• obtained® The added Quantity of arsenic appeared t© have been • 
volatilised' ©mt of the charge by the heat liberated in 'bhe strongly . 
exothermic formation of FoAs® - .
'% , preparation 9» In order.to insure retention of all the arsenic#' '

■ s tantalm reaction bmb ma mads# and in this closed bomb the 
reaction of plntonim with. a larger proportion of arsenic ms again 
attempted® The besab# with the charge sealed within it (and n@- ' 
Crncible' used)# was heated to about 2j000°C, The predict ©f this ' 
experiment gam a Debye film that shewed the diffraction pattern of 
a a w  phase# in addition to that of PuA@0 toe ■ possibilities %at 
the new phase might be isostructural with Ô Aŝ # IHBg# COê # ..



pattern eoaM m i  /b© 
or ASgÔ o possibility 
eoa@l<te$"®d9 but this ws 
eviaene© ©f any attaek by i

of reaetion vlth the tantalum bomb ws
a©

heterogeneous „ mostly "virtually opa®*sE% with seme amount of

PisAso. Although 
to indicate the

b could not te ascribed 
pattern remains unsol'Wds It
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FIGURE 5
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PuAs. The cast structure after being etched 
electrolytically and mechanically polished.

160 X

U S

PuAs. Same specimen as above. 250 X
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Preparations of Plutonium and Tellurium„**=%=, â^̂Aimsr-ztZi'JZJnnr-̂ri&a vaapcsatm.

This series of experiments was undertaken to determine if 
plutonium and tellurium fom eoaipoimdSj, and if so# to investigate 
methods suitable for their preparatione

Various percentages of plutonium and tellurium were charged into 
crucibles and heated in a vacuum or helium atmosphere ® Except when 
a tantalum heater was used, the induction heating took place in the' 
plutonium® In every ease the reaction proceeded at a high rate 
evolved sufficient heat to take the temperature to about 1000°C o 
The results of these experiments are shorn in Table 7°

Table 7= Preparations of Plutonium and Tellurium

Preparation Tellurium , Crucible Vacuum or Product- Compound 
lumber (atomic %) Used Atmosphere Density

1 50 MgO 0A micron
2 50 MgO OoS micron 11,50 - PuTe
5 10 SiOg 0«04 micron
4 25 SiOg 0,04 micron
5 . 50 SiOg 0,04 micron
6 75 SiOg - 0,04 micron
7 • 25 SiOg He 16,13 PuTe
8 50 . S10_ H© ■ 9,25 PuTe^ 6
9 75 SiOg . He PuTe
10 75 SiOg He PuTe
11 75 Ta He ' unidentified



Us© pr©SM6ts ot. tto®- ewaetteo'df plutoniw with teHtarim

la the fom ©f a dry poiwe mass that eouM not 1$® Inametlwly

«@mt 10 iaaleat®

Dlseueeion ©f IndiTiaaal Fraparatione*rrsr.VB7isZS*n~aim' r-rs- r.-txai esassa. cwir.-.̂rr̂ja—JU-ja*’/** ntJwa-gg ruwrsr i uWm u*',< nil iwiwi.r; Tmimr.̂ i

divided black pmrdmr̂  Tfe© E=ray pattera shotjed ©sly alpha plutoniiSBe 
2e. 'm

shewed dark gmins ©f a eea^oyad (DM 146̂  25-g load) in a euteetie

segre^ted areas ©f alpha plmtcmiWe Photomicrographs of this

eempoma was ̂ fae©«=eent©rad eubie» It'was later identified as Pu$®$

pattern is shown in Figare 60
6,185 *

appear in fable 8 
fh© sis© of. the etibie mit ©ell of Baff® m s  fomd t© b@. a 
• OeOA %p giving a 
examination of the compound showed it 

In' very thin edges® 
cable strueturê  it shmmd no birefringene'

.0.55 &

be translucent
for a
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3f 5 m d  6.» In an effort to maintain tbs

■ BFep@giati6ms f and 8« ft© eonstiteente w©to - sealed within
silica tuB©s eentalning helimo fte beating ws ase«pliebed with the
aid ©f a tmtalw sleeve amumd the tub©0 ft© taatalm sleeve heated
%  ind«ti©as and it in tnrn heated the silica tdb© sad charge@
0 linkers were formed.̂  M t  they ©©aid foe examined rotallegsaphieally«,
ft© preparation ©©ataining - atomic percent' tellurlm shewed PaS©
and alpha platoniwo ft© specimen containing §0 atomic percent
teltorim was essentially all RSe® Excess tellwiw ms added to
the 50 percent specimen̂  and It ws reheatede to© ©roess teMwitia
did not reaeto Exeess teHurim ms again addeds and tte eharg®
m s  reheated in a herylliw. oxide eraeihl©® ft© e^pemd melted at
abmt 2000@CP "but ft©, exeess tellurium again did not reacto 

v . ' - ' ' ■
Bpeparatioss 9 and 10 0 la an att##t to produee higher

tellwites ft© eonstitmats w©r@ ©rushed and mixed before heating e,. 1
ft© prodnet in each ease me a fine erystaUis© suhstan©@0 Its l=ray
pattesm shored only P$S©e ■ a

Reparation 11, In this ©^©riwnt the eonstltoents wre sealed '
within & tantalum, "bmib under h © M m 0 ft® product ms a finely
divided powder̂  and no reaction with ft© tantalum: s-s@m®d to have
©ceurrede ft© 3C=>rey diffraction pattern of ft® powder sh«?@d only '



'mttf f&int traees of 
pattern that had not baen obserwd

b

praviouslya . Xn an attempt to 
data of tee

.UJte^ ® e 2S fh2$
®Seg# UgŜ j) oOBg,
straeteml with Oe, 
forod and. the

s2̂

©if a MigSter tellw'ids of plstonim seams to be stroagly iBdieateS by 
this %11 defined Bebye patt®ra<. ■ toe diffraction data ase listed in

ff<sfting©ne©s but ttehslneent enljr at thin edges® Wismatie crystals



Wble 80 X=my Dlffsaetim Bata for $Ws 
0"bsertr@d Saleulated

SSUeg1
Indices

iB terplesssr 
Spacing (S)

Intesplams’ 
facing Cl)

Observed
Intensity

Oaletsalated
Intensity

i l l 5,543 ■ 3.569 W 4.8  .

200 3,069 3.091 e 28.0

220 2 o l# 2.186 s 18 .0

511 1.861 1.864 w 3.0

222 ' ‘1.779 1,785 m 7.9

Wo 1.543 1.545 H • 5.5 .

351 ,' 1.419 1.438 m 1 .1

k20 1 o580 1.382 a 8 .9  '

422 I .260 1.262 m 7 .3

511D353 1.189 1.189 w 0 .9

W? I .092 1.093 w 2.4

531' 1.046 1.045- w 1 .0

600^442 1.030 1,030 M 5 ,4

620 0 .Q77 0.977 X 4,2  ‘

533 0.947 0.943 w . . 0 .5 ;

622 0.933 0.932 M 4 .3

444 • 0.894 ' 0,892 w 1,5

711,55!

640 ." 0.857 ■ 0.857 :v M . 5 ,1

# 2  ' 0.826 0.826 8 12 aO
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febl©  9 o Diffra@ti®a Data f©r ife ilS en tifie i. f»°f®  Tmped&

Observed Observed
Intesrplamr. Observed la tsrp la m g  Observed
gpaeiags (£)_____ la te a s ity  Sgaelmgs (a ) _____ la to a a ity

3*165 S 1.161 W ■

3.033 " W - 1.124 V
2.860 M 1.100 W
a'o6b9 . ®  1.084 W
2.157 M ' 1.024 M
2;121 ¥ ' 1.013 M
1.845 ¥  1.003 ¥
1.787 m 0.983 w
1.648 ; m  : 0.970  ̂ B

1.530 .» ' 0.956 . W
1.516 W 0.928 . M
1*393 W . 0 .883 W

1.380 M 0.875 ■ W

1.367 w 0.853 ; w
1.349 ‘ S 0 .847 SE

1.323 M 0.840 W
1.281 w  0.800 s

1.175 W 0.793 4B
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PuTe. The cast structure after light electro
etching and mechanical polishing. The white 
constituent is alpha plutonium. The grey 
constituent is the compound. 125 X

PuTe. Same specimen as above. r 250 X



Tbm object of this series ©f escgeriissats w @  to prsia©® 
eo^pamds ©f plutoniwa rod. ph@ephorass mad if eeg^omSs f©m^ to 
determiae their empositlone a M  strystrares^ and the eonditiona 
necessary'for their formation»

Mixtesras eontainiag either 50 9̂ 75 atemie pereent phosphoras 
were charged into erueihles sad heated "by indueti©a In & helium. 
atmosphere of slightly less than ateospheric preesw@a la eimry ease 
a streagly ©xottermle reaction aeeorpaMed ■ the eombinatien of the 
plutonium rod phosphorus 0. ®ie results ©f these @$p®rironts are show 
in Table 10s • . '

.tebM I©® ' IFrepasBtione of Flmtsnim and Bioephoru®

Preparation Phosphorus Giwfble Preduet Oo^ound
lumber (atomic $) Used , Density ' Forbad

1 . . 50 11.8875 PmP
2 .7 5 sio2 = . W P
5- 75 SiOg = PuP
4 75 SlOg 10=4545 R*P
5 75 T6 as PttF

On teatingp the plmtonlms and phosphorus reacted very rap id lyp 

tod the heat evo lu tion  m a :great ©neugh to  cause a f in a l .temperature 

o f about lto 0°Oe la  saae eases phosphorus v o la t ilis e d  from the 

cru cib le  and condensed os the w i l e  ©f the .ftenae© in  a pyrophorie 

form th a t.b u rst in to  f le a s  oh exposure, to  a ir0 With the- exception



V • ' ' .

> v  '■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ ... 59
of the ease wher® a, taatalm ermeihl© was ias©d̂  the indBetlea • heating 
took pise© in the plwteniwio fhe wh@a fommU shsrod seam,
tenifleney to teat hy induetion^ but not nearly ©neugb. to mslt it®

Discussion @f Individual Eeepagatlons
Bmpa»ti©n I® Plmtoniwa crusted to . a partiel© sis® of about 

to=Bssh was salted with powdsred rad phosphorus a M  heatedo ' A porous 
Clinker result@d9 & ©  speerlmn proved suitable for mtallograpMe 
®3cmismtl©a and was .found to be essentially a pur® compound having a 
mieroimrdness of D M  234 (10«=g load)® Photoeaierographs of.this 
specimen appear in Figure 5° ' Its X-ray pattern showed the empmmd 
to be face-centered cubic ̂ and it m s  identified as M y  la©- - 
StA#tuml w l # . Ely lafil type a Sae 1-ray data for Pup are listed in 
fable lip and & reproduction of the X-ray powder pattern appears in. 
figure So Si® sis® of the cubic unit sell was found to be
m 5 06 4̂. ̂  O oO* %  giving a calculated - density ©f 9 087 g/m^o 

tinder the petrographie mieroseop® the eoa^cmsd appsared'to b© quite
opaque• ' - ' ' ' .

! ' .Preparations 29 3 and 4o; fhes® @Kp®rto®nts w r a  attnapts to
produce a phosphorus ca#ound -containing more than $0 atomic percent
phosphorus o Crushed plutonium and powdered phosphorus, were again
uaedo $h@ compound formed-'"in .each ease was PuPa The excess
phosphorus apparently volatilised during the heating’ operation 0
■ ' Freparatlon 5» By sealing the constituents in a reaction bcmb. -

it m s  thought that ©©abounds emtaisiag irora than §0: percent
phosphorus. might b@ f©rrod» fte first attempt produced AaFo



6o
f© this m s  added more phoBpliorasp aod # ®  m e  mate t©
@5S&©@& 1900®G o $lie FuF did a@t melt at this ts^faamtu®^ ajâ  
phosphosrffis mpor that eseapad frw/e the b@ A  eemed ©lectoical hrmk® 
d©?-m Mtlaia th© ftemeeo Appsrsatlj R&P deem^soses ssltlag
at temp©$®,troes' aees?. 3S00®e a ©nly th© diffreetioa pattern @f BaF 
m s  obtaimdp aad no fmthar attest m e  m d ®  t© obtain a blgbeg’ 
phosphide0



6l
M)2® lie l°ray Biffip&etion Data for BaF

M lle r  
Indie®s

Qtesosrtod
la tesp lB m r

©alemteted.
Zmteg^lamar

Cl)
©"bserwd
In tsn sitsr

O alealatod . 
In te n s ity

m ' 3o2te 5=270 s  • 14=2

0OO 2=811 2=852, S . 11=8
080 1=992 ' 2=OS0 S' 8 .8

311 1.700 1=707 S 6 .7

222 1=628 ■ 1=635 N 3=2

Wo . 1=411 ' 1=416 m 1.5

331 • 1=295 1.299 M 2=8
teo  ' 1=263 1=266 S 4=1

te a 1=154 1=156 m 3.5

511,333 . 1=088 1=090 m 2=2
Wo 1=000 1=001 w 1=2
531 0=956 0.957 m 2 .9

6op,W s 0=943 0=944 m 3=0

629 O.895 0=895 m  ■ 2=5

533 0=864 0=864 HI 1=7

622 0=854 0*854 m 2=9

m 0=838 0*828 1 1=3

711,551 0=793 0=793 • s 6=7

6to "0.785 "0.785 s 6=8



FIGURE 5

PuP. The cast structure after mechanical 
polishing. 250 X

• V '

500 XPuP. Same specimen as above.
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3 I I2 2 2

4 0 0

4 2 0

4 4 0
5 3 I6 0 0+442

6 2 0
5 3 36 2 2

4 4 4

7 1 1+551 
6 4 0
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Pramsi.iieas of mS, j©l©al» ' . ■
Sewral preparations. containing plutonlwa aad seleaim wre . 

made in ©n attempt t© protoe® eeiqpotmds of these elements @ Different 
earns ihleSp and a tantalm reaction bembg imre teieeU' In every ease 
where the eharg® eonid he seen during heating^ an ®amth@naie reaction 
m s  oh served o The conditions of these ©SEperiments earn shmm in 
Tahle SSe ■

Table 12 e Rfeparatioas of Plmtonim and Selenium

Preparation . Selenium Crucible T&emm or Product
(atomic $) Used . Ataospteg© Density

1 50 % 0  Be i B . m
2 5© ■ 0e5 ffiierm .• -
3 • 50. sealed Si®g 0al mierm 5*35
4 ' ' 50 Si02 He
3 • large ©assess $6.". Be

'• ■ ' ' ' QWith the exception of Preparation 5^ w s  heated to 1000 Cp
the temperature m s  kept as low as permitted by th® heat evolved in '
'' ' : \ Q the earn thermic xwcti©a» 'This te#erature was about 7@0 C •

Discussion.of Individual Preparations
Reparation 1= The product of. this experiment m s  a combination 

of a metallic clinker and some black erystellin® powder« T b s clinker 
proved t© be alpha pliateniiMg and the- powder gave an unidentified 
X^ray pattern 0 ' ' v v:-



edtiM fee
F̂ eparatioa 3«- $a an attest, to retain 

tl© eofestitwats wr© eealed in a ailiea

in this ease % 
the constitnents to a partis1© size of about

©nelosedp ail of the

the taatalm rather than th© plmtoniWp and also t© Issep th© seleniw

made to @3ieeed '®@ 
felack pondsr

She product obtained uss a
as that obtained, in

1 and. %  Because no otiier straettar® identifies, as Ptig®

as that of a nictol<=ars@aida Btractw©s but this we uneueeessf&l«

BankSe He W<
J k 9 m  2%50°2%3 (3958)



to W  isostmaetwal with CegŜ  ema a pluatoaiwa seleaida
isostruetural with -fetes® emspoimds ws ©sipeeted, and looted tov9 
tut could mot be made to ©xplaia the pattern0 lor did dmpartBons 
of data for say of tbs ©eternises# tellwides# sulfides or
. oxides listed 1m Table S reveal any possibilities for iso= 
atrtteturallmae -

• It appears Quite Improbable that the unidentified pattern could 
be that of a coa ôund foiled by reaction of the charge with erueibl® 
material# because the smm pattern was obtained from preparations 
mad# 1m magnesia# silica and taataliMo Hoes© the obtaining of tte 
pattern seems to point strongly to the existence of a plutonium 
setenid© that is not isostraetural with any of the known binary 
compounds of transradim elesrontso .

She unidentified pattern' is a relatively simple one which earn be 
indexed as that of a structure almost cubic but somewhat distorted* 
'In Table -13 are listed the interpXamr ©pacings and. estimted in=>' 
tensities of its lines# together with a set of S-Eller indices for. 
a cubic unit cell that approximates what appears to b© the true 
(distorted cubic) unit cell* The petrograpMc examination of tills 
material showed grains ©f a eeopenmd that is virtually ©paqp©# 
translucent only in thin edges* ■



fable 13«

6?

X»my Data for Unidentified' Pltatoalw^Seleaalw Compound

ObserredInterplanarMillerIndices
100 4.127 W 444 ' 1.197 . w

210 5*673 s TOO ■ 1.104 w

220 . 2.906 M ; • ■ 720,641 1.138 w

300,221 2.749 ■S' . 642 1.113 M
222 2.584 - '.S x 650,643 . i.062 M :
3S0 2.300 . - ' s ';;. - 800 1.035 W
m 2.009 . , .: # ; : 811,741,554 1.013 . -8
410,382; 2,006 ; . w. : .. 662 0.946 W
420 ' ' . I.850 " : w /  ' ■ 752. M.
421 I.803'' ’ ’ M 840 0.927 .¥
900,430.. 1.657 M. . 910,833 ■ 0.911 W

510,431 1.621 . w . 911,753 0,903 ■ 8

520,452 1.543 ; ■ S . 655,921,761 0.887 V

440. 1.463 m 664 0.879 ¥
522,441 1.449 w 852 0.862 ¥
600,442 1.382 m 932,763 0.849 ' W

610 1.360 ¥ 770,941,853 0.834 w'

620 1.303 m 1000,860 0.826 w

621,540,443 I .293 •. Ml
1000,942 ' 
861,764 ■ 0.021 . ' w

535 , 1.250 ' M . 1011, 7 7 2 . O.616 • M

622 I.239 M 950,943 0.801 M
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DIS0HSSI©! OF RESULTS '

: In the pr@eediiag ehaptsr idsntlficatlons of ttewe e«̂ ©Bnd.s ' ' "
formed tsy pMtonim with the elematB gshosphoinŝ  Brsenie and t 
■ballwliiffi hau>e been ropor'sede Als©̂  It has Wen shorn that all 
of these empomds, have the laCl tjpe of crystal atraetweo These 
results apf̂ ar to h© unefulvocalj oven though it has not heea proved 
that the compositions of the ceSspoBsds are essactly ©toichloestrie s  ■ 

nor that they do not possess range® of eo^oeitiono R®malts have 
teen obtained which appear to point strongly toward the.existence 
of at least one higher arsenide and on© higher tellrarld® of plutonium# . 
and-th© existence of an ineo^letely identified plutonium selenid©
. seem® to b® indicated, : '. '

If higher phosphides# - arsenides# or tellurites of plutonium 
do in fact exist# it seems, not surprising that trouble should have 
been encountered in attempting. to prepare them. Information 
■presented in Chapter I- indicates that higher nitrites and sulfites ' 
of transradium elements are lees stable than the ME compound® and 
hence decompose at high temperatures to fora, the latter,. If an 
analogous situation exists for the phosphites# arsenides and 
tellurites of plutonium# it would appear that the large heat ©vo
lution which ©eewe when plutonium. react® -with any of these element®: 
could very well raise the product to so high a temperature that only ,



preferably in. eombimtion with slew heating ratesp tegperature kept 
as low as possiblê  and. a large excess of rotalloid element in toe 
■ chargewonld appear to provide a solution to the problma Bankss

M

they attesrpted to prepare GeS.and CegŜ  in silica eapsmlesy hut 
they succeeded in producing toes© compounds when they employed, s

to to® stabilities of the A  em̂ pcuads studied̂  to# few observations 
reported in to® preceding chapter indicate that PuP aad BaAs 
decompose witoout melting- in the vicinity of 1900 to' 2000®C^ and 
that Puf© imlts at about 2000°C«. presumbly higher phosphideŝ  
'-arsenides or telluridesg- if they @xist> are less -stable than toss©

of coursê  that the unsolved Pu®Se diffraction pattern is not that 
.of & PuSe. which possesses neither the lad nor the BiAs structureo 

That higher metalloid compounds of plutonium might not prove to 
be isostruetural with those of uranium and thorium was predictable 
from the discussion in' Chapter I regarding, isostruetural series In

Univ. of Arizona Library



reiatioa' to an. ̂ aetinid© stibgrmap11 &ai a “tbortd® subgroup91' of tb® 
transradim ®l©»nt@o to© unsolved dlffraetion patters® obtained 
wheii higher proportions of arsenle and tellurium mr© eterged 
suggest that higher arsenides end tellurites of plmtoalm belong 
to isostruetur&l series possessing tjp® struetu$e@ that haw not 
previously been ©neomateroflV to® Pu=Be pattern s®«© also to 
represent a m w  structure type* It is hoped and ejected that the 
significance of to® three .unsolved pattern® can. be clarified by 
bringing them to the attention of We He &ehsrias©% and it is 
planned that this will b@ done® In toe petrographic ©laminations, 
of the. samples that gave to® .unsolved patterns5 traaelueeaee ms 
reported to wry from "transparent red" for to® minor (unidentified) 
phase in. the Pu»As preparation̂  through "translucent in thin edges”
• for to© Pu?T® preparations to "virtually ©pafu©” for the Pu=S@ 
ectoipmndo Presumably these results may b® interpreted to mean, 
that the proportion of metallic bonding in the unknown structures 
increases in the order Of their decreasing translucenc©®
'. to© almost emplete opacity found to be a property of FuPs 
PoAs and Futoj, indicates that la toes© eompmmteg as in mmgr other 
' HaCl̂ typ© eoB̂ dunds of iransratem elements # some portion of to© 
binding is mtollie0 In a discussion of the properties of C@S and 
to85 Eastman ®t have, mate an interesting suggestion relating

50« lo Do. EastoSn̂  Lo Brewer9 Do A* Bromleyg Fo W®. Gilles 
and lo Lo Lofgren̂  J6 Mu Chmio Soe=j, vole J2P pp Wip=A024 (1950) «>



mstal atoms also cobtributes inportaatly to the total lattiee 
ener^o la "both e©B^)©mds3 two -mleae® electrons per metal atm. 
are retttlred, for Ionic hoadlagy hut In CeS only one additional 
mlenee electron per cerium atm is available for metallic bondings 
whereas In BiS two additional valence electrons per thorium atm 
are left to fora metallic bonds* to® higher lattice energy of ■
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JO. Zaehariasen - has tabulated a nw&©r of a®tal=t©=nearoteil and 

B®tal=to=sBstalloid distsnees for SteOl strueturas fomsd by t$ms= 
radlm elereantso His table, amplified to inete&a a few new ŝ sults, 
along .with those obtained In the present iavestigati©iap a^ears as 
fbllwss

gable iho ' Xnteraimie Distanees (In ingstmas) 
for Cesapomds having the laCl Straeture

x . M=£ M M«0 & S M=F : M°$©
fh . 2.65 2.60 2.62 2.84 2.92
m 2.48
u 2.48 2.44 2.45 2,74 2.79 2.88 5.08
ip 2.50 2.45 2.50
m 2.46 2.45 • 2.48 2,77 2.85 2,95 ■ 5.09
Am, 2.48

It 1b seen that, althmagh emm sort of an mactinide eontraetion"9 
appears'in passing from thorlm to uranium e«p@m&s in fable. 1%, ■&© 
normally mailer atom© beyond uranlma rartialn smbsteiatialXy constant 
in' siz®, or even beoome somewhat larger«> Aecording t© the reasoning 
of Eastm-a @t al, this behavior may be interpreted to mmem that, with 
increasing atomic mmber, not only all of the new electron© go into 
the 5f subshell, but a fraction of those already in th© 6d snbshell 
gjo to $f states* ' < ' r-'
Kd: Using Pauling1 values for the radii of metallically bonded

51o ho Pauling, J0 Am, Stem, See,, wl, 69, pp 5^2 =555 (!9%7),



©rtiaation ispster 12p the wlnma 2L73 %  lo&7 1 and lojl A are

re@ipeeti'Wly<, Busy appear to fe® eloe® t© valw 1«70o
l-28

Ip &W

plttteniw^s are 1»60 1«64 E and, 3U63 Es reepeetiirelye
and SUingex^2 eensiSer the le60 E radius of gaaaa

Sundl©2̂  has also glirea a theoretical trea’toent ©f the 'bonding

in these *  empound® having the itol structure$ M is a transition

52® W» Ho E»eharla®@n. aad F«, H® llling©rs Acte Cry stop in 
press (1955)6



eembined with their eleetronie cob&bstiirltys results fr@a appreciable 
Esatallle bonding between the metal atmwo But the H®C1 struetw® is 
considered to "be stable only if the rotal=>metal Si stance is 
compatible the strength of the metallic bonds „ As an increase 
in the number of valence electrons in the metal atoms causes an @|,ml 
increase in the number involved in rotaUie bondings the 8s@tal<=m@tsl 
distance M U  tend to become shorter than is permitted by the metal® ' 
nonmetal distance in a laGl structure= Hencep for d=traasitim 
metals having larger numbers ©f valence electron#/the #C1 structure' 
Mil be unstable.̂  and their ME compounds Mil form other structures *
; . Although ME c@#sunds in which the 1 is phosphorus^ arsenic8 
sulfurj selenium or tellurium are not considered to fee “Interstitial” 
compoundsy Bundle's ideas regarding the laCl structure appear to be 
equally valid for th@m9 and would seem to account for th© tmiver® 
sality of th© HaOl structure among the IE ec^pouads of. tmnsradiwm 
elements Mth metalloids* Whether they, belong to an "actinide" .
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eleeima e©afigwatioas that resemble. those of the .
elements emller ambers ©f mlene© eleeironso It £© %11'
knmm that eUtransition matals having larger nuabers of mlenee 
electron® fom lii,® stroetores' with rotalloidSj, tot the requirement 
of a large nwaber of valence electrons in the traneition=.mtal' atom 
is eoamonl̂  overlooked̂ ®̂ . With the" ©xception of ¥Ss 7Se5 CuSa 
and AuBttp a recent list‘d  of MM b strastores shows only group 
VI' Aj, VII .A and fill A metals represented as to® transition elementŝ  ■ 
and in agreement with toe idea® Of Bmdle0 Stoalinĝ  has given to® - 
large number of electrons .participating in to® Au=Au bonding as the 
reason why AuSn forms to® liAs s true tore rather than to© lad . 
struetoreo Ttms it seems reasonable to believe that toe occurrence 
without exception of the laCl structure among M  compounds in:which 
M is a tmnsradim element and X a nonmetal ©r metalloid is in 
agreement with to© concept that in these eoapounds to® mstoer of 
valence electron® associated with to© .■ transradium atom is. smllp 
possibly not greater, toan four® If plutonium formed HiAs s true tor© e 
with metalloid elementsp this would be evidence that it .is a" d=> 
transition' element (resembling osmium) rather then an f=traa@ition 
elemnt. • _ ■

53° See'ji for ©ample/W0 Hum =Bothery$ "The Structure of Metals 
â d.Alloys”  ̂p 110, to© .̂ t̂ltut© of Metals, London (igfcfc)*

S4.e R® W® .6® -Wyckoff, %ry®tal Structures", Interseiene© , 
Hablisherê  Ine® 5 lew fork, 19$!, .
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